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During normal operations, the security computer was taken out-of-service by
OAD. The shift was notified of the computer outage immediately. However,

the shift did not notify the Fire Marshal until the following morning and
at this time an hourly fire inspection was established due to the inoperability
of the control room fire detection alarm and sprinkler alarm printer indications. f

The fire watch was terminated once these alarm indications were verified
operable by OAD.

To ensure fire detection system control room alarms and sprinkler alarms are
operable, the ' shift will check the alarm indications status each time a
computer outage occurs.

Dap 7-13 " Control Over Computer Operations Procedure" will be revised to
establish administrative controls to be followed during a security computer
outage. This is the first occurrence of this kind at Dresden Station.
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During normal operations, the security computer was taken out of service at
1840 hours. OAD was in the process of upgrading computer software to
improve system efficiency. The fire detection system contrcl room alarms
and sprinkler alarms are tied into this computer. With the computer out-of-
service, these alarms could not be indicated on the control room alarm
printer.

0AD notified' security that the computer was being taken out-of-service at 1840
hours. Security notified the shift of the computer outage immediately. In

addition, the Security Administrator had sent out a memo concerning the
computer outage to various departments. The shift notified the Fire Marshal
at 0930 hours on 6/19/84. The Eire Marshal established an hourly fire
inspection (per T.S. 3.12.a.2.a) immediately.

The shift believed that the security computer was not entirely out-of-service
and that the control room fire detection alarms and sprinkler alarms were
unaffected by the parts that were out-of-service. In the past, OAD had worked
on parts of the system during computer outages with the control room fire
alarms still operable. Security normally notified the shift sf the outages
immediately. Therefore, the shift did not verify the status of the alarm
indications.

The computer was placed back in service at 2300 hours on 6/19/84. Due to the
fact that the security computer was taken out-of-service intermittently,
the hourly fire inspections continued until OAD verified the fire detection
system control room alarms indications operable at 1435 hours on 6/28/84.

To ensure fire detection system control room alarms and sprinkler alarms are
operable, the shift will check the alarm indications status each time a computer
outage occurs. g

DAP 7-13 " Control Over Computer Operations Procedure" will be revised to
establ.ish administrative controls to be followed during a security computer outage.
This is the first occurrence of this kind at Dresden Station.
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July 17, 1984

DJS Ltr #84-697

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Licensee Event Report #84-005-0, Docket #050-237 is being submitted as
required by Technical Specification 6.6, NUREG 1022 and 10 CFR 50.73
(a)(2)(1)(B).

N W.

D.J. Scott Y
Station Sup ntendent
Dresden Nuclear Power Station
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cc: J.G. Keppler, Regional Administrator, Region III
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